
Game Overview and Submodule Specification 
 

The game created is “connect-three”, a tic-tac-toe variant on a 5x3 grid. A player uses the 
switches on their board to control their position in the game. The a “master board”, P1s board, has a 
submit button. The submit button must be pressed in order for either players move to be counted in the 
games logic. This submit button prevents accidental moves and cheating. The display on the board shows 
who’s turn it is. There is a button on each board that can be pressed in order to display the total 
cumulative score. The cumulative score has a maximum value of 7. There is another button on each board 
that resets the cumulative score. If the cumulative score is not reset before one player reaches 7, the score 
rolls back to 0. 

For this project, 2 Basys3 boards were connected together with PMODs. A 5 x 3 led grid was also 
attached to the boards in order to display the position signal from either board. The 5 x 3 led array, along 
with the connecting cables, were fabricated for the purpose of the game. The LED array can display two 
different colors: one for player0’s position and another for player1s. The players moves are controlled by 
the switches on the boards: each switch corresponds to a position on the array. The first player to get 3 
LEDs horizontally, vertically, or diagonally wins. The 7 segment will display LOSE on the losing board 
and CONGRATS on the wining board. The LEDs will also blink on and off for the winner’s board. 

Both of the boards contained code that was relatively the same, the main difference is that code 
for one board had a few specific logic conditions for player 0 and the other board for player 1. Even 
though the code differs slightly between the two boards, each board has the same submodules. Two of the 
submoduless take in the 100MHZ system clock and output a slower clock. One submodule checks 
whether the player has won (if they have 3 LEDs connected diagonally/vertically/horizontally). Two 
submodule controls the winning board’s LEDs. Finally, there is a submodule which controls the 7-
segment display. The 7-segment can display who’s turn it is, what the cumulative score is, and who the 
winner is; if either player won, the 7-segment would display LOSE or CONGRATS.  

The two CLK submodules are simply clock dividers. These modules slow down the system clock 
to a speed which is useful for controlling the LED_FLASH and Display_Driver submodules. 

The LED_FLASH submodule takes in the slower CLK in order to make the winning board’s 
every other led blink on and off simultaneously. The input is the modified clock and the output is LEDs. 
Every other led will blink on simultaneously, blink off, the other LEDs will blink, and the cycle keeps 
going.  The MUX is a mux and takes in “0” or LED from the previous submodule. The mux will allow 
the LEDs to go on and off if it detects a winner. The output is the 0’s or LED.  

The Display_Driver submodule is responsible for displaying P0 or P1, depending on whose turn 
it is. It would also check to see if P0 or P1 won and automatically display LOSE or CONGRATS. If 
during the game either player would like to see what score each player has, this submodule will display it 
on the 7-segment when a button is pressed from left most digit to the right most; P0’s score - - P1’s score. 
If both players decide to reset the scores then there is another button that will reset the scores to 0 if 
pressed. If the reset button is never pressed, the individual player’s score will reset after 7.  

The final submodule contains logic to determine if that board won. Each board contains code in 
the big box module that prevents the other board from taking in the other player’s input if it is not their 
turn. For the basys board that is player 1, there is extra code that allows that player to use a submit button 
in order to switch between players. 
	


